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A Tradition of

Excellence
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We are dedicated to preparing

new generations
of leaders
Today, the Sloan Program in Health Administration is preparing new generations
of leaders to apply management and organizational expertise to the advancement
of the health and well-being of people, families and communities around the world.

For more than 50 years, the Sloan Program
has set a high standard of excellence
in health management education and training. Its approach is rigorous, innovative
and hands-on. It is driven by preeminent faculty, engaged alumni, bright,
dedicated students, and collaborations across Cornell’s rich academic landscape.
And it delivers a wide array of opportunities to those seeking careers in the
Alfred P. Sloan, the
innovative CEO of General
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of the greatest business leaders
of the 20 th century, anticipated
the importance of management

dynamic and vital field of health administration.

Built upon a

solid foundation

in the health sector when he

Offering a Master of Health Administration (MHA), a dual degree MHA/MBA

selected Cornell University

with Cornell’s Johnson Graduate School of Management, an accelerated 5-year

as the place to establish the

BA/BS + MHA, and access to extraordinary Cornell programs such as hotel

first two-year graduate program

management, labor relations and law, the Sloan Program

of its kind in the United States
in 1955.

prepares professionals for leadership positions
throughout the health care industry.
The Sloan Program is built upon a foundation comprised of training in management;
a solid understanding of the health care system, policy environment, ethics, public
health and epidemiology; and hands-on learning in real world settings.
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Designed for

optimal career success
A rigorous academic curriculum combined with practical training prepares Sloan alumni to excel from
the day they graduate.

Sloan graduates achieve an exceptional placement rate
in the job market. The majority assume roles with hospitals, health systems, ambulatory care, group practice, and
management consulting firms. The remainder is spread throughout a variety of professions including insurance,
pharmaceuticals, policy and advocacy, long-term care, government, venture capital, banking and technology.
And a few continue on to medical school. They join the ranks of Sloan alumni who are in executive and leadership
positions in health-related organizations throughout the United States and around the world.

An unrivaled

learning experience
The Sloan Program is a highly selective, two-year program on Cornell’s beautiful
campus in Ithaca, NY. With approximately 20 students per class, it delivers
individualized education and training, while at the same time, it fosters
experience working in teams and strong social relationships among classmates.
Students are provided with outstanding access to faculty, alumni mentoring,
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determining the structure of health care
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teach and mentor. Every student completes a capstone project that involves
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to many fellow members of the Sloan alumni family.

Past CEO Westerly Hospital
Senior Development Officer
St. Joseph Hospital Foundation

Why choose

Career Opportunities. Largest industry

Excellent Earning Potential.

in the U.S. and the second largest employer,

Starting salaries typically range from

more than 11 million jobs, has driven much

$50,000 to $100,000. Senior healthcare

of the private sector job growth.

executives with more experience and
achievements can earn $200,000 or

Make a Difference! Decisions by

significantly more.

S loan

A Career in Health Administration?

healthcare executives can help improve
life for hundreds, even thousands of people

Leadership and Advancement

each day—’do well by doing good’.

Potential. Excellent career ladder and
flexibility—many people take on roles

Why choose

in different sectors of the field over the
course of their careers.

The SLOAN PROGRAM?
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Small class size promotes excellent team skills and close
working relationships

most comprehensive Ivy League university

for more
information

Dedicated leaders and Executives-in-Residence who provide

Sloan Program Office

Exceptional, award-winning faculty that work closely with
students, plus access to the vast resources of the largest and

students with practical counsel and assistance to help assure
exceptional job placement rates

and Management
Extensive, highly engaged alumni network of executives and health
sector leaders throughout the world who stay connected, guest lecture,
advise and mentor students
Management taught in the context of health care from day
one, with electives offered at the world-renowned schools of
Hotel Management and Industrial and Labor Relations.
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